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The research of definitions is a important aspect of terminology and also takes 
very important part in Lexicography．Today，along with the rapid development of 
information，the automated definitions extracing technique has been paid attention 
more and more. In this article，we chose definitions in a particular areas—
mathematical definitions as our object of study． 
This artical uses Corpus-based research method and chooses the mathematical 
definitions in math textbooks of which are used in Chinese primary and middle school 
as research object．In addition，we combine the quantitative analysis method with the 
qualitative analyses method，which guiding us to make an all-round study about the 
mathematical definitions．The main research contents of this article are： 
First，the article summarizes the previous research about the conceptions of 
definitions and makes a discussion about the relationship of the definitions、
paraphrases and conceptions．Thereby，we clarify the related questions especially the 
different between definition and paraphrase． 
In the second，the article summarizes the disadvantages of previous research on 
methords of the definitions，and divides the definitions methords into two kinds at a 
different angle．One angle is thinking，the other is supplementary means．Besides，
we discusses briefly about the characteristics of different classifications． 
Third，the article summarizes modes of mathematical definition based on the 
corpus and expressed the modes as regulation templates ， Then extract the 
mathematical definition from the corpus based on the method of regular experssion 
matching．The experimental results show that the proposed method is efficient ,both  
recall ratio and precision ratio are measure up． 
At last,we make a statistics to the used in mathematical definition，according the 
frequency and coverage rate,we classify the characters into three levels,and make an 















characters of mathematical terms，It is provided with some reference value to the 
term-extracting and automatic word segmentation． 
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第一章 绪 论 
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第一章 绪 论 
第一节 研究的起因 
早在古希腊、罗马时代，哲学领域的学者们就开始研究各种哲学概念、自然
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